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Yorkshire Water has set itself a number of ambitious targets in some key linked to improving community
and the environment such as pollution and internal/external flooding. The target for pollution is to reduce
incidents by 50% between 2018 and 2025.

To help achieve this there are a number of initiatives ongoing all with the aim of contributing to achieve
these targets. This paper covers one initiative involving the installation of 1,000 low cost depth monitors
within the sewer network. These monitors along with the analytics identify potential pollution incident
indicators early so they can be intercepted and resolved before a pollution incident can occur.

Yorkshire Water and Stantec developed a methodology which would identify locations which would have
the desired impact. As with any water company, Yorkshire Water have lots of data which could be used to
prioritise where the monitors should be installed. The challenge was taking this data and coming up with a
methodology which would allow 1,000 locations from over 52,000km of sewers in Yorkshire to be selected.
A clustering methodology was developed using the historic records of pollution incidents and giving each
incident a weighted score and combining this with other incidents in the vicinity. These clusters were then
investigated along with looking at multiple other data sources including cyclic interventions, work orders,
flooding reports to chose the optimum number of monitors and locations.

Once installed it was important to set alarm levels which used site specific information to allow them to
notify the control centre early enough to allow action whilst limiting the number of false alarms. Various
aspects considered when setting alarms included the clustering of monitors to identify non normal levels in
sewers, the use of FME routines and data from the first few weeks and months after install to identify
normal operation/levels. As with any new system these levels are being revised as more data is collected.

This paper will outline the methodologies developed for installation and analysis. It will summarise the
impact they have had in the 18 months since installation commenced and show the impact they have had
in helping Yorkshire Water towards its pollution reduction target.  It will conclude by sharing important
lessons learnt that will be of benefit to the wider industry.


